The Death of Leo Emberson, November 2006

Leo, you weren’t a big man. At the end, you were thin, gaunt even, spindly. 100 pounds. You got around on a motorized wheelchair, needed bimonthly transfusions, a lung biopsy here, a deft intubation there, a few chest compressions thrown in for good measure. The doctors kept saying, longshot, longshot, as if they were masters of probability, as if they owned dice and rolled them on each case. But survival was in you. From the wrong end of Hamilton, you became a Dofasco foreman and drank until the day you ended up in the ICU. It was day-to-day, your wife asked and asked again if she wanted heroic measures, and it must have been strange for her to hear the word “hero” and your name together. I certainly never considered the possibility. She said, yes, and they worked on you as hard as you worked your steelmen.

You lived to tell me, between hospitalizations, that you found life hard, but rewarding. That life was a matter of application and luck. Your philosophy was homespun and honest; just like a father’s, which was how I saw you. You waved off medicine, accepting it when almost dead, life the offer you couldn’t refuse, but knowing it had no cure, and no answer. O2 tubing, at the end, and paramedics on speed-dial. Your doctor said, I’ve never seen such determination to live. And when the end came, you clung, the monitors beeping, the code team resuscitating a hero, and your wife, watching, knew the time had come, she’d seen the readmissions, heard the team call them, cruelly, bounce-backs, she’d seen the tired ER isolation room, even knew all the doctors, and had fortitude to stare them down and say, Yes, I want you to save him. One muttered, Full court press, disgusted, and she demanded a transfer. Advance directive? You didn’t want to die. Simple as that. But this time, on the adjustable bed, it seemed like you let go- the tremulous heartline sloped down, the shocks caused you to jump lifelessly, the drugs cours ed into dead veins, and the doctors watched the clock and called out time. It was clear you weren’t coming back, and she let you go, Leo, she let go and the staff left the room. You died.

At your funeral, I met all the people you fathered; flowers, pictures, and your wife grimly greeting well-wishers. Her own full court press: keep everything together; grieve, but show pride. Her makeup thick, as it always was; the pinks and blues a matter of composure.

There I learned how big a man you really were; how that bald head and ratty moustache meant a friend, was the disguise of a hero, and I felt sorry that I doubted your multitudes, and looking at you, I knew I needed no more fathers.

Shane Neilson
Dept. of Family Medicine, Guelph, Ontario

Breaking Bad News

What I do all day? Diversions, idleness. The doctor’s life is listening, thinking, not jackhammering or installing bathrooms. I don my white coat and stethoscope and am admitted to interiors, given glimpses of lives as they are lived, as they are died. I mention my script pad now because it occupies me; I doodle drugs on it, tear off sheets with the best intentions. Come back and see me if you’re not better.

Then there are the tests, the gypsum I lay, the paces I put patients through; these occupy me too, and mostly I get to say, gloriously, There’s nothing wrong with you. That’s my thunder. Sometimes I touch, looking for laggard organs, rheumy eyes, bad backs and reclusive reflexes; other times I just sit, and wonder: How can I help this person? and the answer always is: look interested. Even when I feel like a juggler, tossing objects of different weight in the air as someone moans about their misery: practice my act.

But sometimes things get serious. In med school they have a unit called Breaking Bad News, and formidable Peggy Hansell showed us a video of buck-toothed Robert Buckman explaining how to say, You have cancer, or, You have HIV.
The disease didn’t matter, the news was the same. I couldn’t help but giggle at the sanctimony—what can prepare one for that, both speaker and spoken to? We paired off and told one other we had dastardly diseases, armed with a Kleenex box and an instructor cueing us on body language. Artificial, and absurd. I gamely told my friend he had cancer and later we shared a pint at the Upper Deck.

The practical experience I have in breaking bad news is sad. It’s news I’d like to spare the person, just omit, and though through hard application, I’ve never got very good at it. Back again to med school, where one of my friends was taken as demonstrator to the front of the room where he told another of my friends that he had Multiple Sclerosis.

Masterful! We clapped when he was done, worrying more about the technique than the actual news itself. Just yesterday I entered my examining room, greeted my patient, sat down, took a long sigh over her chart and said, “I’m afraid I have bad news. You have breast cancer.”

I’m used to shock, and I’m used to indifference and I’m used to denial, and I’m used to honest, knockdown grief.

That I’m used to this doesn’t mean I’m good at it. I try to be solemn, I try to be serious, and I grant them as much time as they need to absorb their bad news. But this bad news breaks me, it breaks against me, and sometimes bad news is like the tide: out one minute, then pressingly in the next. But then that’s not fair to the news: there’s a matter of perspective. I got better at breaking bad news when I realized that what was said or how it was said wasn’t really important (beyond obvious botch-ups,) that even the bad news itself (life-changing) wasn’t important. This wasn’t the most crucial news they’d receive that day. For example, my breast cancer patient might have been told by her husband that she looked beautiful that morning, or that her breakfasts were the best. We overvalue the bad, overestimate it’s hold; the context is a sea of good, and though nothing will ever be the same, a lot will continue to be the same. All my dalliances with prescription pads and lab requisitions have taught me that bad news itself can be a diversion from what really matters.

Shane Neilson
Dept. of Family Medicine, Guelph, Ontario
It’s more than a practice… it’s a lifestyle!

At northern health we recognize that our team thrives on professional opportunity and lifestyle variety. We work hard to foster a unique practice and work culture built on community, teamwork, and leadership and have opportunities available in a range of disciplines from Radiology to Family Practice to GP/Areanaesthesia.

A unique health care administration model covering some of the most engaging and awe-inspiring geography on earth, we have front-line roles available in these communities:

- Fort St. James
- Kitimat
- Hazelton
- Vanderhoof
- Prince George
- Queen Charlotte Islands
- Chetwynd
- Valemount
- McKenzie

Northern Health offers…
- a progressive and consultative practice and work environment
- leading relocation assistance (up to $15,000), annual incentives and fee premiums, and a signing bonus of $10,000

Where else…
- is housing so affordable?
- does your longest drive occur on the golf course?
- do you have to divide your weekends between the lakes, wildlife, rivers, and mountains?

...Northern BC!

Get in touch to find out what’s in it for you and how you can bring your life to Northern BC.

Elizabeth Whittles, Physician Recruitment Coordinator, Northern Health tel: 250.565.3555 toll free: 1.877.365.1155

e-mail: physicians@northernhealth.ca fax: 250.565.2640

600-236 Victoria Street, Prince George, BC V2L 5B8

www.northernhealth.ca

OMA Insurance
Working together to secure your future

We are pleased to provide the following INSURANCE SOLUTIONS at every stage of your professional career from MEDICAL STUDENT to RESIDENT to PRACTICING PHYSICIAN

- Life Insurance ($100,000 free for students)
- Disability Income Plan (special offers for students and residents)
- Professional Overhead Expense (POE) Insurance
- Accidental Death and Dismemberment

A Membership Benefit of:

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS
www.OMAinsurance.com or call us at 1-800-758-5641

Information age. Healthy age.

As a leading research-based pharmaceutical company, we’re committed to making every age a healthy age. Because we believe in learning all we can, too.

Pfizer
Working for a healthier world™

www.pfizer.ca
There are over 8 MILLION COMMON COLD CURES listed on Google

The Internet is a powerful research tool, but if the information isn't accurate, it isn't any good. The Doctors Nova Scotia Electronic Bookshelf is your online source for quick and accurate medical information. From drug interactions to disease information and the latest evidence-based medicine, you can access it anytime, from anywhere. The Electronic Bookshelf is a powerful, free resource for Doctors Nova Scotia members.